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INTRODUCTION
VIT - AP P SCHOOL OF LAW, organized an elocution competition in Room 415 at AB-2,
between 15:00 to 16:00 on 26th of November 2022, as a part of one week celebrations of the
Constitution Day along with other events.

The competition was coordinated by Bhavya Mantena and Srinkhi Penumaka of third year LLB.
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Details of the Competition
There were a total of 11 participants packed with full vigor and enthusiasm. They were asked to
assemble at the venue for an introductory opening speech along with a brief about the Judge,
the marking criteria and rules & regulations. Then without any delay, the competition started
and the contestants were requested to come forth and pick a topic from a draw of lots (the order
was decided prior to the competition on the basis of the registration order). Each participant
was given three minutes time to speak on their topic. The topics were focused on the theme -
‘Constitution and Human Rights' and included various on-going contemporary issues of India.
The participants took the competition very earnestly and made an impact in the competition
with their extraordinary skills of communication and putting forward their views on the topic.
After the speech was done they  were evaluated on the same by the judge- Mrs.Hima Bindhu
Ma’am . The judge then gave some valuable suggestions to the participants and said that the
speeches were top-notch and found it hard to evaluate. She also mentioned that this was an
extravagant and superb performance of all the participants. However, though all of them
performed well, only the top two were able to get the winners and runner-ups medals for their
speaking skills.

The winner was Chetan Vishwanath Talele of BCE and the runner-up was Likhitha of VSL. Both
the winner & runner-up and the participants received their awards and certificates on the last
day of the constitutional day celebrations from the Chief Guest - Justice D.V.S.S. Somayarajulu.
and professor Sneha Mulla expressed her views and suggestions related to the competition
followed by Mantena Bhavya delivering the vote of thanks to wind-up the event.

Winner                                            Runner - up

Chetan Vishwanath Talele                      Likhitha


